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Abstract 
Kupitz, Y.S., On the existence of a combinatorial Schlegel diagram of a simplicial unstacked 
3-polytope with a prescribed set of vertices, Discrete Mathematics 120 (1993) 121-134. 
It is shown that, except for two well defined configurations, any finite set V c Rz with exactly three 
points on I? V is the vertex set of a triangulation of [V] which is combinatorially the Schlegel 
diagram of a simplicial unstacked 3-polytope. 
0. Introduction 
A Schlegel diagram of a 3-polytope P is a central projection of its boundary 
cell-complex on one of its facets F through a point (the center of the projection) which 
lies beyond F, but closely enough to F. Thus it may be viewed as a cell decomposition 
of F. If P is simplicial, then F is a triangle and a Schlegel diagram of P on F is 
a triangulation of F. If P is simplicial and unstacked, then this triangulation T, is 
unstacked, i.e., every subcomplex of T whose union is homomorphic to D2 (=2-disk) 
is not isometric (rigidly equivalent) to a triangle, except when either the subcomplex is 
itself a 2-cell of T, or it is the whole of T. Denote by V(T) the vertex set of T; if P is 
simplicial, then the convex hull of V(T), [V(T)] = F has only 3 points of V(T) on its 
boundary (the vertices of F). But not every triangulation T (whose l-cells are straight 
line segments, and) whose union is a (euclidean) triangle s.t. the O-skeleton (= vertex 
set) of T lies entirely inside the triangle, except for the three boundary vertices, is 
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a Schlegel diagram of a simplicial3-polytope (in the concrete sense defined above; see 
‘Final remark’ at the end of the paper). Hence by unstacked triangulation T of 
a triangle we mean here not necessarily that it is a concrete Schlegel diagram of an 
unstacked simplicial3-polytope, but in the somewhat weaker i.e., combinatorial sense 
that no subcomplex whose union is a topological 2-disc ( =D2) is isometric to 
a (euclidean) triangle, except when either the subcomplex is itself a 2-cell of T, or it is 
the whole of T. By Steiner’s Theorem every such a triangulation is combinatorially 
isomorphic to some Schlegel diagram of a simplicial unstacked 3-polytop, hence the 
word combinatorial in the title. (We always assume that the l-cells are straight line 
segments.) The question posed here is the following: given a finite set V of points in the 
plane such that the convex hull [V] of V contains precisely three boundary points of 
V (the vertices of [VI), is there an unstacked triangulation T of [V] whose set 
of vertices is V(the ‘prescribed set’ in the title)? The answer depends on the structure of 
V. But it turns out that the sets V for which the answer is negative can be classified 
neatly as follows: either V minus one of its boundary points is in a convex position (in 
the weak sense), or V minus one of its inner points is contained in the three segments 
joining this inner point to the three vertices of [V]. This will be proved below 
(Theorem 3.1). 
1. The two exceptional cases 
We assume throughout that V is a noncollinear planar set of cardinality 
5 d # V-c co, whose convex hull [V] contains only 3 boundary points of V, i.e., 
#(Vna[V])=3. Let X1, X2,X3 be the vertices of [V]. V is nearly conuex if 
vi:== V\ {xi} is in a convex position (weak sense, i.e., Vi = Vi n d [ Vi]) for some 1 < id 3. 
V is completely stacked if there is a point UE V\ {x1, x2, x3} s.t. V is contained on the 
union of the three segments [u, xi]. Note that for # V= 5, 6 being completely stacked 
implies (being) nearly convex. 
Claim 1.1. If V is either nearly convex or completely stacked, then there is no unstacked 
triangulation of [ V] whose vertex set is V. 
Remark 1.2. A triangulation whose union is a convex set is called a convex triangula- 
tion. The l-dimensional skeleton (edges) of a convex triangulation T with a prescribed 
set of vertices, say W (the union of T is [W]) may be characterized as follows: it is 
maximal (under inclusion) among sets of (closed) straight line segments with end- 
points in W which do not intersect each other, except for a common endpoint (which 
belongs to W). This ‘obvious’ result has no obvious 3-space analogue (e.g., to 
characterize in a similar fashion the 2-dimensional skeleton of a 3-dimensional 
simplicial complex with a prescribed set of vertices W, and whose union is [WI), and 
it appears to be mentioned in one of the papers of Lawson which is referred to in [l], 
without proof (the exact proof can be quite tedious). 
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It follows that any set of segments with endpoints in W which do not intersect each 
other, except for a common endpoint, is a part of the l-dimensional skeleton of 
a convex triangulation whose vertex set is W. Thus, given W, if one finds a segment 
e with endpoints in W s.t. no other segment with endpoints in W intersects e in its 
relative interior, then surely any convex triangulation whose O-dimensional skeleton is 
W must have e as a l-cell. This remark can be useful. 
Definition 1.3. If W is finite and u, UE W, then the segment [u, v] is cellular (relatively 
to W) provided it does not contain any point of Win its relative interior. 
Proof of Claim 1.1. Let T be a (convex) triangulation of [V] whose O-skeleton 
is V. Assume first that V is nearly convex, say V1 = V\{xl} is in a convex position 
(in the weak sense). Clearly T must have all segments [x1, v]: VE VI as l-cells (by 
Remark 1.2). Similarly, every boundary cellular segment of V1 is a l-cell in T. Since 
# V1 24 (# V> 5 by assumption) and I/, is in convex position, there is a l-cell of 
T say e which is a strict diagonal of [V1]. Clearly the triangle [e, x1] contains at least 
one point of V in its interior, hence T is stacked. 
Assume now that V is completely stacked; say UE V\(xl, x2, xg} and 
V c u := 1 [u, Xi]. Denote by xi (1 < i < 3) the point of Vn] u, xi] (half open segment) 
which is nearest to u. It is readily seen that the segments [xi, xi], [xi, xi], [xi, xi] 
are l-cells in any triangulation on V(by Remark 1.2), and since ueint [xl, xi, xi] any 
triangulation on I/ is stacked. Cl 
2. Unstacked convex triangulations with at least 4 boundary O-cells 
Until now we spoke about unstacked triangulation of a set V assuming that 
# (Vn (a[ V]) = 3. In order to deal with the question posed in the beginning we have 
to widen a bit the setting by deleting the assumption that # (Vn 8 [V]) = 3. A planar 
convex triangulation T whose O-dimensional skeleton V has at least 4 points on 8 [V] 
is unstacked provided every subcomplex whose union is a (convex euclidean) triangle 
(which is in particular, a topological 2-disc), is a 2-cell (triangle) of the complex. (In 
case # (Vn ~3 [V]) = 3 this topological a-disc could also be the whole of [VI, which is 
a (convex euclidean) triangle, without forbiding T of being unstacked). 
Theorem 2.1. AnyJinite non-collinear planar set V s.t. # (Vn a [ V]) Z 4 is the vertex set 
of an unstacked convex triangulation. 
This will follow from Theorem 2.2 below, which says the same but in a more specific 
way that will be used later. Here is an additional notation: If a, b, c are three 
En-collinear points we denote by ab-+c the open half plane bounded by the line 
ab. which contains c. 
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Theorem 2.2. Let V be a non-collinear planar set s.t. # (Vn 8 [V] ) > 4. 
(a) Zf V is not in a weak convex position (i.e., if Vn int [V] #@) then there exists an 
unstacked convex triangulation T on V s.t. no diagonal of [V] is a l-cell of T. 
(b) If V is in a weak convex position (i.e., tf V= Vna[V]) and tfv,, v2, v3 are three 
vertices of [V], then there exists an (unstacked) convex triangulation T on V s.t. for 
every permutation (i, j, k) of (1, 2, 3) every inner l-cell of T incident with a point (of V) in 
R’\(ViVj+Vk) has its other vertex in uivjjvh. 
Clearly Theorem 2.1 is just a shortened version of Theorem 2.2; before proving 
Theorem 2.2 we need the following. 
Definition 2.3. Let W be a finite planar set, and let [a, b] be an edge of [W], i.e., a, b 
are incident vertices of [ W] (possibly some points of W lie in the relative interior of 
[a, b]). If W $ [a, b] define 
(2.1) T(W):=d[W]\[a, b], and W’:= W\T(W). 
IfWc[a,b]defineT(W):=]a,b[( p an o en segment) and W’ = {a, b) (= W\T( W)). 
Note that in either case a, bE W’, and [a, b] is an edge of [ W’], hence r( W’) is defined. 
r(W) is an open polygonal path whose vertex set is W\ W’ (a, b are terminal points of 
r(W) but they do not belong to it). 
Lemma 2.4. Assume W isfinite, planar, [a, b] is an edge of [ W], [W] $ [a, b] and let 
6(W) be the closed polygonal path formed by r( W)uT(W’)u{a, b}. Assume that 
# ( W’) > 3 (this is automatically satisfied if W $ [a, b], i.e., if W is not in a weak convex 
position). Then there is a triangulation T of 6( W)uint 6( W) (the interior of 6(W) is 
taken in the sense of Jordan’s Theorem for polygones), whose O-dimensional skeleton is 
Wn6( W), such that any inner l-cell of T(‘. ., t e not lying on 6(W)) has one vertex in r(W) 
and one vertex is T(W) (in particular, no inner l-cell is incident with a nor with b). 
Remark. 6(W) is a simple closed polygonal path with the shape of a crescent, and no 
point of W lies inside 6(W) (cf. Fig. 1). 
Proof. Let T be a triangulation of 6(W) whose vertex set is Wn 6( W) (any simple 
closed polygon can be triangulated; see, e.g., [2, p. 286, Theorem B-2-1]), and assume 
that among all the triangulations of 6( W) T has minimal number of ‘bad’ l-cells, i.e., 
inner 1 -cells both of whose endpoints are in r(W) u {a, b} (clearly no segment both of 
whose endpoints are in r( W’)u {a, b) can be an inner l-cell of T). We have to show 
that this minimal number is no more than 0. Assume to the contrary that T has bad 
l-cells, and among these choose the longest one, say e= [u, v] (u, VET( W)u {a, b}). 
Since e is inner it is a common edge of two 2-cells, say [u, v, p] and [u, v, q]. The line 
spanned by e, aff(e), divides the plane into two open half planes H ‘, H -, one of which, 
say H-, entirely contains r( W’) and the other one H + contains a connected part of 
r(W), H + n r( W). Clearly p, q lie on different sides of aff(e), say ~EH + n T( W) and 
qeH_ (see Fig. 2). 






Claim 1. q~T(w’). 
Proof. Otherwise, if ~EH- n(T(W)u {a, b}), then at least one of the l-cells [u, q], 
[v, q] is bad and longer than e, contradiction. (Note that here we invoke the assump- 
tion that # w’ 3 3, otherwise one of the segments [u, q], [v, q] could be [a, b] which is 
not inner, hence cannot be bad (although it can be longer than e).) 0 
Claim 2. [u, v, p] u [u, 21, q] is a convex quadrangle. 
Proof. r( W’) lies entirely in the interior of the angle ~upv, and qET(w’) 
(Claim 1). 0 
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Replace now the bad l-cell e = [u, u] of T by the segment [p, q] which is cellular by 
Claim 2, to obtain a new triangulation of 6( W), denoted by T. By Claim 1 [p, q] is not 
a bad cell, hence T’ has less bad l-cells than T, contradiction. 0 
Lemma 2.5. Let V be ajinite planar set in convex position (weak sense), and let [a, b] be 
a diagonal of [V] (i.e., a, b are non-incident vertices of [V], and hence [V] is not 
a triangle). Then there exists a convex triangulation T of [ V] whose O-skeleton is V s.t. 
every non-boundary l-cell of T has its two vertices in diflerent open sides of (the line 
spanned by [a, b]) aff(a, b). (In particular, each inner l-cell of T is incident neither with 
a nor with b.) 
Proof. The proof is easy and left to the reader; just one hint: one can use the ‘flipping 
of diagonal’ argument used in the previous proof to obtain a triangulation with less 
‘bad’ l-cells. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.2(a). By induction on # V. Since # (Vn ~3 [V]) B 4 and V is not in 
a weak convex position we have # V> 5, hence the initial step is for # V= 5. In this 
case there is a unique point VE V which lies in the interior of [V]; join v by 4 segments 
to the other points of V to obtain the desired unstacked triangulation. 
Induction step: Since # (Vna[ V]) 34 there are two points a, be Vn a[ V] s.t. (the 
relative interior of [a, b]) relint [a, b] is contained in (the interior of [V]) int [ V]. 
Denote by H + H- the closed half-planes determined by aff(a, b), and put 
V+=H+nV, V-=H-nV(a,beV+nV-). 
If V+ is not in a weak convex position, then put W= V/+ and V’ = V\T( W). By 
Lemma 2.4 we can triangulate 6(W) by an unstacked triangulation T(6( W)) whose 
O-dimensional skeleton is Wn 6(W), and every inner l-cell has one vertex in r(W) 
and one vertex in T(W’). Let T(V) be a convex unstacked triangulation of [V’] 
whose O-dimensional skeleton is V’ s.t. either. 
(i) if V’ is not in convex position, T(V) does not have any diagonal of [I”] as 
a l-cell; this triangulation is assured by the induction hypothesis, or 
(ii) if V’ is in a convex position every inner l-cell of T(V’) has its two vertices on 
different open sides of aff(a, b); this triangulation is assured by Lemma 2.5. 
It is readily seen that in either case T:= T(6( W)) u T( V’) is an unstacked triangula- 
tion of [V] satisfying the requirements of the theorem. 
So we may assume that V + is in a weak convex position; similarly we may assume 
that V- is in such a position. Since V is not in convex position it follows that 
(relint [a, b] ) n Vf 0, hence V ‘satisfies the conditions for W in Lemma 2.4 (including 
# ((V + )‘) b 3). Let T+ be a triangulation of 6( V’) of the kind assured by Lemma 2.4, 
and similarly let T - be a triangulation of 6( V- ) of the kind assured by the same 
lemma. It is readily seen that T:= T + u T- is a triangulation of [V] of the desired 
kind. 
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Fig. 3. 
Proof of 2.2(b). For every permutation (i,j, k) of (1,2,3) put I’,= Vn(W2\(aiUj+uk)) 
(note that Vi, ujE Vij). 
Case 1: There are 1 <i, j<3, i#j S.t. Vij={Ui, Uj>. 
Assume, w.l.o.g., that Vi2 = {ui, u2}, i.e., u1 and u2 are incident vertices of [V] and 
] ul, u2 [ n V= 8. Since # Va 4 at least one of the sets V,, , V,, has cardinality 2 3, say 
# l’s1 k 3; let q be the point of V3r n 8 [V] which differs from u3 and is nearest to I+ (us 
and q are incident for the cyclic order on a[V], and q#uI). Construction of T: the 
inner l-cells of T are all the segments of the form [q, u] UE Vz3, and [u2, u] UE V3i, 
excluding [u2, UJ if V,, \ { u2, u3} ~0. It is easy to check that T satisfies the desired 
properties (to the reader). 
Case2: For all l<i,j<3,i#j# Vij>3. 
Let UijE Vij\ {ui, uj} be the neighbour of uj which precede it counterclockwise on 
8 [V] (for 1 < i, j < 3, i #j; see Fig. 3). By assumption Uij # ai, uj* Construction of T: the 
inner l-cells of Tare all the segments of the form [viz, u] for UE Vz3\(uj), [Use, u] for 
=V~\{ui}, and Cu3i, u] for UEV~~\{U~} (Fig. 3; to the reader). 0 
3. Main result 
Theorem 3.1. Let V be a planar set which is not nearly convex, and not completely 
stacked. There is an unstacked convex triangulation T of V whose O-skeleton is V. 
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Proof. By Theorem 2.1 we may assume, that # (Vn a[ V])= 3. 
Let vr , v2, us be the vertices of [VI, and put Vi = V\ {Ui} for i = 1, 2, 3. Assume first 
that for some l<i<3 #(T’ina[k’i])>4, say, w.l.o.g., #(V1na[V,])>4. Since Vis 
not nearly convex, I/, is not in a weak convex position. By Theorem 2.2(a) there is an 
unstacked convex triangulation T1 of [VI], whose O-skeleton is VI, which does not 
have any inner l-cell both of whose vertices are on a[ VI]. Add now all the segments of 
the form [uI, v] VE VI na[ VI] to obtain a triangulation T of [V] with the desired 
properties (to the reader). 
Assume henceforth that # (Vi n 13[ Vi]) = 3 for i = 1, 2, 3. For 1 <i Q 3 let vi be the 
point of Vi nearest to Ui; in other words {u;} =( Vina[Vi])\{vi+l, vi+2} (all indices are 
taken modulu 3). Clearly the relative interiors of the segments [vi, vi+ r] and [vi, Ui+ *] 
do not contain any point of V (1 d i< 3). Similarly the nonconvex quadrangle 
(vi, vi+ 19 vi, Vi+z) (1 d ib 3) does not contain any point of V, except for its four 
vertices (Fig. 4). Denote by Wi (1 <id 3) the intersection of the segments 
Cvi+I, v~+*lCvi+2~ vi+1 ] (Fig. 4). Clearly wr, w2, wJ#V but v’:= V\(vr, v2, 03} is 
contained in the (convex) hexagon [vi, w3, vi, wl, vi, wz]. The structure of T will 
depend heavily on that of V’; split this into 5 cases. 
Case 1: V’ is in a weak convex position, and # V’>4. 
Case 2: V’ is not in a weak convex position, and # (v’n a[ vl]) 34. 
Case 3: # (V’ n a [ V’]) = 3 and V’ is neither nearly convex, nor completely stacked. 
Case 4: V’ is nearly convex. 
Case 5: V’ is completely stacked. 
Construction for Case 1. V’ fulfills the conditions on V in Theorem 2.2(b), with the 
vertices vi in place of Vi (1 <i Q 3). As in the proof of 2.2(b) put Vi, i+ 1 = v’n 
(R2\(v~v~+,~v~+,)) for 161’63 (all indices are taken modulu 3), and let T’ be 
Fig. 4. 
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a triangulation of [ V’] whose O-skeleton is v’ s.t. any inner l-cell of T’ with a vertex in 
Vi, i+ 1 (for some 1 <i < 3) has its other vertex in u:u~+ 1+v:+~ (Theorem 2.2(b)). Add 
all the segments of the form [vi, v’] for V’E Vi, i+ 1 (1 <i < 3) (Fig. 5), to obtain a tri- 
angulation T with the desired properties (to the reader). 
Construction for Case 2: By Theorem 2.2(a) there is an unstacked convex triangula- 
tion T’ whose O-skeleton is v’ s.t. any l-cell of T’ whose vertices are on a[V’] lies 
entirely on 8 [I”] (a boundary cell). Put I”’ = v’ n a [ I”]; clearly VIE I”‘( 1~ i < 3). As in 
Case1addallsegmentsoftheform[vi,v”]forv”~V~n([W2\(v~v~+l-+u~+2))(1~i~3) 
to obtain a triangulation T with the desired properties (to the reader). 
Construction for Case 3: Since # I”< # V we can use the induction hypothesis to 
obtain an unstacked convex triangulation T’ of [V’] whose O-skeleton is I”. 
Claim 1. Let v^i (1 <i < 3) be the third vertex of the 2-cell (triangle) of T’ which is incident 
with the edge [vi, v:,,] (lying inside the triangle [u;, vi, vi]). Then at least one of the 
6 quadruples i;i, vi, vi, v:+~}, (;i, v;+l, vi+l, v;} i=l,2,3 is in u strictly convex posi- 
tion, i.e., its convex hull is a (convex) quadrilateral. 
Proof. If for some 1 bid 3 [;i, Vi, Vi, Vj+,] is not a convex quadrilateral and nor is 
Cci-l, vi, vi, IJ_,], then ~i=Gi_l and the points vi, vj, pi (=v*i_ 1) are collinear. Assume 
that this happens for i= 1,2,3 (we have to contradict this assumption). Then 
G1 = i2 = i3; denote this point by 6. Hence [fi, 4, vi+ 1 ]isa2-cellofT’fori=l,2,3,and 
Fig. 5. 
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it follows that # I” =4, and by the collinearity of {Ui, u;, i?} V is completely stacked, 
contradiction. This proves the claim. 
Assume, w.l.o.g., that r?i, vi, ul, vi are the vertices of a convex quadrilateral (Fig. 6). 
Construction of T: Leave all l-cells of 7” except for [v;, vi]; replace it by [vi, t?i], and 
add the segments [Vi, V] for UE(V~, vi+ 1, vi+ I} 1 <i 6 3. It is readily checked that T is 
a triangulation of the desired kind. 
Construction for Case 4. v’ is nearly convex. Assume, w.l.o.g., that V’\(vj} is in 
a weak convex position, and denote by zi, . . . , zk(k> 1) the vertices of [ v’\{v;}] 
excluding v; and vi, the indexing 1, . . . , k being compatible with the natural order on 
~[V’\(V;}] from v; to zi, to z2, etc., to zk terminating in vi (see e.g., Fig. 7). Split the 
discussion into two subcases, k= 1, and k> 1. 
Subcase 4(i): k = 1, i.e., [V’\ {v;}] . 1s a riangle and possibly there are more points of t 
V on its edges [z,, vi] and [zi, vi]. Since v’ is not completely stacked, z1 misses at 
least one of the lines aff(vi, vf) 1 < i < 3. We deal separately with these three cases (the 
cases i= 1,2 being clearly symmetrical it is enough to deal only with one of them, say 
i = 1). Start with i = 3: 
Sub-subcase 4(i) 1: zi$aff(v,, vi). Then at least one of the quadruples 
(G, vi, zi, a;> or (Q, &, z 1, vi} is in a convex position (strict sense), say, w.1.o.g. (by 
symmetry), [uJ, vi, zi, vi] is a (convex) quadrilateral. 
Construction of T (Fig. 7): the inner l-cells of T are: { [vJ, v]: UE{&> u 
(Vn[z,,v;])} union with {[v;,~]: v~{v,)u(Vn[z,,u~])} union with ([v;,u]: 
UE(V~, vi, v;}} union with {[vi, vi]} union with the set of l-cells of any convex 
triangulation T of the triangle [ V’\{vj}] w h ose O-skeleton is V’\{v;>. (T’ is not 
specified in Fig. 7) (to the reader). 
Fig. 6. 
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Sub-subcase 4(i) 2: z1Eaff(u3, vi), and either zi#aff(v,, v\) or zr$aff(vz, vi), say 
(w.l.o.g., because of symmetry), z,#aff(vr, v;). Then either {vi, vi, zl, ug} or 
(u1, v;, z1, vi} is in convex position (strict sense; the ‘or’ here is exclusive); we deal 
with these cases separately. 
Sub-subcase 4(i) 2(i): (zi Eaff(v3, vi) and) [vi, u;, z 1, us] is a (convex) quadrilateral. 
Construction of T (Fig. 8). The inner l-cells of T include: {[vi, v]: 
~~{4~~(~~c~;>zI1)1 union with ([u;, v]: v~{~~}u(Vn[z~, vi])} union with 
(C&, VI: UE{h, v2, vi} union with ([v,, vi]} union with the set of l-cells of any 
convex triangulation T’ of the triangle [I”\ {o;}] whose vertex set is v’\{v;> (T’ is 
not specified in Fig. 8) (to the reader). 
Sub-,&case 4(i) 2(ii): (z1Eaff(v3, vi) and) [vi, v;, zl, vi] is a (convex) quadrilat- 
eral. Construction of T (Fig. 9): The inner l-cells of Tare: {[vi, v]: VE( Vn( [vi, zJ u 
[z,,v;]))) union with {[u$,v]: ~~(Vn([v~,z~]u[z,,v~]))u{v~,~~}} union with 
(Cu3, v;], [u2, vi]} (to the reader). 
Subcase 4(ii): k > 1, i.e., [V’\ {vj)] h as more than three vertices. Then z1 # zk and at 
least one Of the quadrangles (v;, zk, V’ 3, us) or (01, zl, vi, v3) is strictly convex. Put 
Y” = Vn int [vi, vi, zk] and let v” be the point of I”’ n [zk _ 1, zk [ (a half open segment) 
nearest to zk. Because of the symmetry between t/i and vi we may assume, w.l.o.g., that 
[vi, zk, vi, v3] is a (convex) quadrilateral. The inner l-cells of T are now ([v,, v]: 
vEivi}u(vn[Zky vi])>? union with { [v2, v]: VE{V;, vi}} union with ([u,, v]: 
VE(V;, vi}} union with { [ v, vi], [v, vi]: VE V”} union with {Co”, v]: VE Vn [zk, v;]} 
(Fig. 10). It is readily checked that T has the desired properties. 
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Fig. 10. 
Fig. 11 
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Construction for Case 5. v’ is completely stacked. Let u be the ‘central point’ of V’, i.e., 
uEV’and v’cU;=i[ U, vi]. Since V is not completely stacked at least one of the six 
quadruples (u, v:, vi, v:+ I}, {u, v;, vi, v;- 1) 1 < id 3 is in a convex position. Assume, 
w.l.o.g., that [u, vi, v2, vi] is a (convex) quadrilateral. The inner l-cells of T include: 
{[v,, v]: vEVn([v;, u]u[u, vi])} union with {[vi, v]: VE(U;, a;}} union with 
{ crj, 01: VE{h, vi}} union with {[vi, ~$1, [vi, vi]} (Fig. 11). Any triangulation of 
[I’] which has V as a O-dimensional skeleton and which includes the l-cells described 
above will satisfy the desired conditions (to the reader). 0 
Final remark. Which convex triangulations of whose O-skeleton only three points lie 
on the boundary are a concrete Schlegel diagram of some simplicial 3-polytope 
(‘concrete’ in the sense of the introduction, i.e., via a central projective transforma- 
tion)? Clearly it suffices to confine the question to unstacked triangulations. There is 
a simple example of a planar set V of cardinality 6, # (Vn i3 [ V]) = 3, s.t. any convex 
unstacked triangulation on Vis not a Schlegel diagram of a simplicial3-polytope. (See 
[3, Fig. 1, p. 61.) This shows that Theorem 3.1 gives a partial answer only to the 
question posed above. In 4-space it is known that: there are triangulations of 
a 3-simplex (tetraeder) which are not the Schlegel diagram of any simplicial 4- 
polytope, not even in the combinatorial sense (see [4, p. 45, lines 14-181). 
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